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Motto: 

 Never put off  till tomorrow 

 what you can do today 

 
Do it until you still remember …  

 



The knot in the handkerchief   

serves as a memory aid. 



Memories from childhood and young adulthood 



Adulthood 

Treadwheel:  work – family – work - family 

Adults are not always forgetful but rather 

too tired and busy to remember everything. 



 
Try to find brain exercises that you find  enjoyable.  

The more pleasurable an activity is to you, 

the more powerful its effect will be on your brain.  

HOW TO IMPROVE YOUR MEMORY 



•Shopping lists 

•To-do lists 

•Signals, signs, 

melodies, etc. 

•Associations 

•Calendar 
 

 

POSSIBLE METHODS 



A Hungarian proverb:  

What Mike learns, Michael will still remember. 



 

•“I use my calendar in my phone to alert me before 

  important events. → I don’t forget important appointments 

  even if  I’m busy. 

• “I write a ‘what to do – where to go’ list every morning.  

 I can plan my tasks and duties, and I can check my notes 

 during the day.” 

• “I put the things I use regularly (keys, glasses, purse, 

  watch) in the same place when I’m not using them. → easy 

  to find them.” 

OTHER POSSIBLE METHODS 



 

•Focus your attention on the 

 materials you are studying. 

 

•Relate new information to things you already 

know. 

 

•Revise regularly. → words, expressions 

 

•Use visual cues to remember, e.g. pictures, 

photographs, charts and other graphics, colours 
 

USEFUL TIPS 



Laughter is the best medicine, and 

that holds true for the brain as well 

as the body.  

Be always positive and optimistic  → 

You can overcome lots of  memory-related problems.  

LAUGHTER IS GOOD FOR YOUR BRAIN 
 



I have very good memory, I can always remember things, 

 my humour is fantastic, and I have very good memory. 

  

Why is Alzheimer disease better than Parkinson’s disease? 

Because it’s better to forget to pay for my beer than spill it … 

  

“My wife has the worst memory in the world.” 

“Why? Does she forget everything? 

“Oh, no. She remembers everything!” 

JOKES 
 



One of  the best things about 

aging and getting a bit forgetful  

is that I can hide my own 

Christmas presents and when I 

happen to find them, I’ll be 

totally surprised.   



Motto:  

"The core of  intellectual 

capability is memory."  
(Anderson Smith) 



You can remember facts if  you need to 

remember them and if  you want to remember 

them.  

→ your purpose and your motivation make it 

possible for you to recall facts 
 

When you are motivated, you can concentrate 

harder. Increased concentration make the 

information easier to remember. Your purpose 

helps you to decide which information to 

remember  because purpose directs your attention 

to what you want to know. 

MOTIVATION & MEMORY 



Purpose and motivation help you to 

remember. 

 

Processes  and methods that increase your 

ability to remember: 

 

•ASSOCIATION 

•VISUALIZATION 

•CONCENTRATION 

•REPETITION 



remembering faces remembering names 

WHICH IS EASIER FOR YOU? 



 

 

•A person’s memory declines as much as 40 percent 

 between the ages of  25 and 65. 

 

•As we grow older, we experience physiological changes 

 that can cause glitches in brain functions we’ve always 

 taken for granted. 

 

•It takes longer to learn and recall information. 

 

•We’re not as quick as we used to be. 

 

•In most cases, if  we give ourselves time, 

 the information will come to mind. 

FACTS BUT NOT REAL PROBLEMS 

 



•concentrate only on the thing you are doing 

•Gingko Biloba 

•a compound based on a liquorice extract 

 

SOME WAYS HOW MEMORY CAN 

BE IMPROVED 



SOME WAYS HOW MEMORY CAN 

BE IMPROVED 

•a healthy diet  omega-3 fatty 

acids 

•use a calendar/organizer  “to do list” 

•go back to the starting point 



SOME USEFUL METHODS 
•Encouragement tasks: 

e.g. water – water reserve –drought – Sahara – safari –  

lion – etc. 

 

• ”avalanche” 

 

•Entries from cyclopaedia 

 

•Mnemonic devices: e.g. If  you associate a visual image 

with a word or name, it will help you remember them better. 

 

•Rhymes and alliteration and even jokes can help to 

remember facts and figures. 



No matter how old you are, 

there are many ways you can 

improve your cognitive skills, 

prevent memory loss, and 

protect your grey matter.  



Elephants have excellent memory.  
•In a top of  intelligence, humans are followed by apes, 

elephants and dolphins. 

•Elephants can recognize over 200 different individuals. 

•The elephant brain is denser than the human's, and the 

 temporal lobes, associated to memory, are more 

 developed than in humans. 

•Elephants can store lots of  information. 

For elephants, memory is a survival tool. 

'AN ELEPHANT NEVER FORGETS' 




